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BARRY STOWE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
PRUDENTIAL CORPORATION ASIA

The Asian economies continue to lead the world in terms of current and 
prospective growth and it is clear that Asia’s historic reliance on exports  
is increasingly balanced with rapidly growing domestic consumption. 
Across the region, we are seeing major demographic and socioeconomic 
changes – with the emergence of a sizeable and growing middle class. 

The Asian Development Bank estimates that there are now over 1.9 billion middle  
class Asians, a threefold increase since 1990 and this means that, within a generation, 
hundreds of millions of households in the region have ascended from poverty to living 
standards and lifestyle aspirations that are consistent with those seen in Western 
Europe and the US. These are urbanised households that are smaller, that are better 
educated, that want good quality housing, consumer goods, access to good medical 
services, transport, holidays, entertainment, education, to provide a quality of life for 
their children that is better than the one they had and not least to have a long life with  
a comfortable retirement. 

Household savings rates in Asia have historically been multiples of those in the UK and 
US and in markets where little exists in the way of state backed social security benefits 
or welfare support, the need to save in case of an unplanned life changing event such  
as a medical incident involving hospitalisation is real and strong. As households have 
become wealthier the quantum of these emergency funds has increased materially, 
resulting in significant amounts of undeployed or under-deployed capital waiting to be 
brought into the formal economy as they migrate to insurance companies’ and banks’ 
balance sheets. Life insurance companies are ideally placed to provide some financial 
protection and security to household balance sheets. 

Although there will inevitably be some short-term fluctuations in demand for life 
insurance and asset management products as other factors come into play, the 
fundamental social and political drivers for growth in these sectors will continue  
to support long-term growth.  

Market overview 
Overall, Asia’s life insurance industry saw a sharp recovery in new business volumes 
during 2010 as markets moved beyond the 2008/2009 crisis. 

The competitive landscape for the life sector varies by market but has largely remained 
consistent with that seen in prior years. Most markets feature a mix of local and 
multinational players whose definitions of business success may differ. 

Competition is primarily around securing distribution. With insurance penetration 
rates being generally low, growth is less constrained by the size of the market than by 
companies’ ability to further expand it by adding distribution and making their products 
available to parts of the population who have never used them. A large proportion of 
sales in markets with low penetration are to consumers who have never bought a policy 
before, thus expanding the market itself.

ASIA
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Tied agency continues to dominate although distribution through banks is becoming 
increasingly significant, with examples like HSBC Life and Bank of China Life in Hong 
Kong. Across the region there is little direct competition on products; there are no 
patents or copyrights in life insurance, or on product pricing, where regulators 
typically define the parameters for the industry.

The region’s life insurance regulators tend to adopt a conservative stance and remain 
focused on driving development of the sector in a way that balances the need to ensure 
consumers have, first and foremost, access to appropriate products that are sold in a fair 
and transparent manner with the need to reward shareholders for taking on the risks  
of investing in the development of a relatively young and capital intensive industry. 
The industry also employs millions of people in the region, an important consideration 
when high unemployment rates can be a catalyst for political friction. India saw the 
most impactful regulatory change during 2010, which in summary, was designed to 
shift the emphasis of the industry away from products which are mostly investment 
orientated and encourage more traditional savings and protection. 

A positive development in a number of markets has been the development of the 
financial press. Many leading publications carry regular sections on personal financial 
planning and there is healthy debate on the uses of particular types of product. 
Prudential is a champion of improving standards of financial literacy.

Strategy overview
The overarching objective for Prudential in Asia is to continue building scale profitably, 
leveraging our advantaged platform. The strategic priorities articulated in 2006 remain 
entirely relevant and continue to be driven in a highly focused and disciplined way. 
While market outperformance in terms of new business growth is an indicator of scale, 
we do not pursue volume for its own sake as we put profitability, returns on capital and 
capital efficiency ahead of topline growth. 

One of the key components of our strategy is driving agency distribution scale and 
productivity. Our agency structures are differentiated by market depending upon 
their size and maturity with the management emphasis balanced between recruitment 
(newer markets like Indonesia and Vietnam) and productivity growth (more established 
markets like Hong Kong and Singapore). However this is a simplification as those two 
priorities are always present and not mutually exclusive; local management will always 
focus on both. 

Prudential’s agency management competencies drive effective selection discipline and 
training designed to ‘fast start’ new agents and improve the skills and productivity of 
the more experienced ones. Our combination of training programmes, comprehensive 
product suites, specialised support allowing agents to address the evolving needs of 
existing customers and technology solutions to facilitate the fact finding and proposal 
submission processes combine to add value to agents, shareholders and customers. 

* Operating profit from long-term operations including Japan but excluding asset 
management operations, development costs and Asia regional head office expenses.

£536m
Total IFRS  
operating profit*

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE  CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales (excluding Japan) 1,501 1,209 24 1,300 15
NBP (excluding Japan) 902 725 24 783 15
NBP margin (excluding Japan) (% APE) 60% 60% 60%
Total IFRS operating profit* 536 416 29 451 19
Total EEV operating profit* 1,450 1,105 31 1,190 22

2011 PRIORITIES

• Continue expanding multi-
channel distribution platform 
and improving its productivity

• Focus on regular premium 
products with comprehensive 
suite of protection riders

• Drive value through operational 
efficiency

APE SALES

2009

£1,209m

£1,501m

2010

+24%

£902m
New business profit
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During 2010 total average agent numbers excluding India at 154,000 were up 7.5 per 
cent over 2009. In India, where significant regulatory changes were introduced during 
the year, agent numbers were down 27 per cent to 168,000 at the end of December 2010. 
This is in line with our strategy to rationalise expense levels and focus on productivity 
improvements, which puts us in a strong position to respond to the recent regulatory 
changes. Excluding India, our agency productivity in terms of average APE per agent 
increased by 10 per cent.

Prudential is a pioneer and regional leader in partnership distribution in Asia. Key success 
drivers are our expertise in developing, training and motivating in branch insurance 
specialists and our investment in enduring and mutually beneficial relationships with our 
partners, including Standard Chartered Bank across the region, E.Sun in Taiwan and most 
recently United Overseas Bank in Singapore, Thailand and Indonesia.

Prudential’s product mix continues its emphasis on regular premium policies and 
protection riders. The high proportion of health and protection, standalone and 
riders, at 27 per cent of new business premiums in 2010, supports the new business 
profit margins and reflects the higher proportion of risk based products in our book 
than some competitors who focus on single premium investment orientated policies.

Prudential currently insures over 11 million life customers in Asia and has 15 million 
in-force policies. Highlighting the value Prudential policies have for our customers, 
we paid out £2.6 billion in claims and maturities during 2010. This customer base is 
a tremendously valuable asset as over 40 per cent of new business APE came from 
existing customers in 2010 (excluding India). This reflects our enduring relationship 
with our customers and how our solutions are meeting their needs over time. The 
customer retention rate continues to improve and at 91 per cent it is one per cent 
up on 2009.

Financial performance
New business for the fourth quarter was a new record at £435 million, up eight per cent 
on the same period last year, which was already a record quarter and the full year 2010 
was £1,501 million up 24 per cent on 2009 and an impressive 44 per cent ahead of 2007, 
the last full year to be unaffected by the 2008/2009 financial crisis. Agency remains the 
largest distribution channel accounting for 66 per cent of new business volumes and 
with the proportion from bancassurance increasing from 25 per cent to 26 per cent. 
The proportion of linked and protection business remained broadly in line with prior 
year at 41 per cent and 27 per cent respectively. With the economic recovery, the size 
of average cases, excluding India, increased nine per cent. Importantly, our continued 
emphasis on regular premium business is reflected in its 93 per cent contribution to total 
APE, which is also in line with prior year. 

New business market share statistics for full year 2010 are not yet available but based  
on our estimates and market intelligence we expect to have retained or improved our 
market rankings in most markets across the region.

Consistent with our ‘value over volume’ priority we have maintained our product and 
pricing disciplines. New business profits of £9021 million are up 24 per cent over 2009. 
Average new business profit margins have remained the same as prior year at 60 per 
cent, with the positive impacts of country mix changes having largely been offset by 
operating assumption changes.

In-force operating profits from long-term business of £549 million are up 40 per cent on 
prior year. This increase reflects the growing size of the in-force book and a significantly 
reduced level of net negative operating experience variance at £1 million compared to 
negative £85 million in 2009, which, in part, reflects lower adverse persistency variances 
of negative £48 million compared with the 2009 level of negative £76 million. The net 
negative variance level of £1 million is small relative to the size of the EEV shareholders’ 
funds (before goodwill) of £7.4 billion.

BUSINESS REVIEW > INSURANCE OPERATIONS > ASIA > CONTINUED

ASIA

Note 

1 Excluding Japan which ceased writing new business in 2010.

“ Prudential currently 
insures over 11 million life 
customers in Asia and has 
15 million in-force policies. 
Highlighting the value 
Prudential policies have 
for our customers, we paid 
out £2.6 billion in claims 
and maturities during 2010.”

2013 FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES

• Double 2009 value of IFRS life 
and asset management pre-tax 
operating profit

• Double 2009 value of 
new business profits

• Deliver £300 million of net 
cash remittance to the Group
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Full year 2010 operating profits from long-term business reported under the IFRS basis 
were £536 million, up 29 per cent over 2009 reflecting increased crystallisation of profits 
from the in-force book and lower new business strain of four per cent of APE compared 
to six per cent last year1. All operations aside from Japan, China and Taiwan made an 
IFRS profit in 2010. 

Underlying free surplus net of investment in new business has improved to £326 million 
in 2010 compared to £119 million in 2009 driven principally by growth in in-force profits 
reflecting the increasing size and inherent profitability of the in-force book.

The life business significantly increased remittance of cash to the Group in 2010, 
at £267 million up from £80 million in 2009. This includes an exceptional £130 million 
from Malaysia representing the remittance of distributable earnings accumulated over 
recent years. Whilst this one-off type of remittance will not be repeated, it further 
demonstrates our ability to upstream cash from the region.

Looking at individual countries:

CHINA

AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales 58 45 29 46 26

In China, Prudential’s 50 per cent share of new business volumes for 2010 was £58 million 
up 29 per cent on prior year. Agency remains the largest distribution channel although 
bank distribution grew at a slightly faster pace, up 35 per cent. Leading bank partners are 
SCB, CITIC and ICBC. In a market where bank sales are overwhelmingly dominated by 
single premium investment products it is important to note that 25 per cent of our bank 
channel APE is now regular premium unit-linked business.

CITIC-Prudential remains one of the leading foreign joint ventures and we continue to 
pursue our strategy of quality sales and sustainable value creation rather than trying to 
achieve short-term sales volume growth. 

HONG KONG

AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales 287 241 19 244 18

Hong Kong delivered an excellent result in 2010 with new business APE of £287 million 
up 19 per cent on prior year. Our continuing success in this market is underpinned by the 
quality of both our distribution and product development. In 2010 some 42 per cent of 
our new business sales were from new products launched in the year. 

Our average agency headcount increased by 15 per cent, principally through organic 
recruitment initiatives, closing the year with an agency count in excess of 5,000. Our 
long-term bancassurance relationship with Standard Chartered Bank saw a strong 
rebound following the 2008/2009 crisis. In-branch insurance specialists continue to 
focus on recurring premium savings and protection products and the profitability of the 
product mix continues to improve. Bancassurance now accounts for 37 per cent of our 
total sales, growing by 24 per cent in 2010.

Note 

1 Excluding Japan which ceased writing new business in 2010.
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INDIA

AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales 188 168 12 179 5

The India market has been through a significant period of change during 2010, 
particularly with the regulatory driven refocus on savings and protection products, 
which came into effect on 1 September. Sales have fallen by 56 per cent in the last 
quarter of the year and we expect that the unit-linked market will remain disrupted in 
the short-term. Nevertheless during 2010 ICICI-Prudential grew new business APE 
by 12 per cent to £723 million (Prudential’s 26 per cent share is £188 million). Agency 
remains the largest distribution channel and following reductions in the size of the 
agency force, initiatives to improve agency productivity are delivering good results.

INDONESIA

AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales 283 190 49 219 29

Prudential’s business in Indonesia where we sell both conventional and takaful products, 
continues to be a clear market leader. New business volumes for 2010 of £283 million were 
driven by a very effective agency management approach that prioritises not only disciplined 
recruitment but also professional training and activation programmes. Average agency 
numbers have increased by 5 per cent during 2010 (to 81,000) and APE per active agent is 
higher by 21 per cent. Our agency generates over 90 per cent of total new business and this 
is predominantly regular premium unit-linked with protection riders.

During 2010 we have added new bancassurance agreements with UOB, SCB and 
Permata.

KOREA

AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales 96 122 (21) 135 (29)

In Korea we remain focused on writing profitable business and remain resolute in our 
unwillingness to compete in the low margin, capital-intensive guaranteed products sector. 
New business volumes of £96 million for 2010 are 21 per cent lower than last year. We 
remain confident in our approach and the value this is generating for shareholders. The 
fourth quarter 2010 APE sales at £27 million were four per cent higher than the fourth 
quarter 2009. Persistency in Korea continues to improve.

MALAYSIA

AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales 204 146 40 163 25

Our traditional and takaful businesses in Malaysia had a record 2010 with new business 
APE of £204 million. In local currency terms we are the first insurer in the history of the 
industry to pass RM1 billion in new business APE in a year. This growth has been driven 
primarily by the agency channel where the strategy to expand into the Bumi and takaful 
sectors has proven to be successful with our average agent numbers increasing by nine 
per cent (to 13,000 of which 46 per cent are Bumi). 

BUSINESS REVIEW > INSURANCE OPERATIONS > ASIA > CONTINUED

ASIA
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Productivity initiatives targeting the enhancement of existing policies have also been very 
effective, for example a recent offer to upgrade a health plan resulted in a 30 per cent take 
up rate. Average APE per agent is 16 per cent higher reflecting both renewed confidence 
in the market and the impact of these cross selling initiatives.

SINGAPORE

AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales 175 128 37 138 27

Singapore also had a very strong 2010 with new business of £175 million up 37 per cent 
on prior year with improvements in agency productivity (APE per agent up 15 per cent) 
and the very successful launch of bancassurance with UOB that generated 11 per cent 
of new business.

TAIWAN

AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales  120 107 12 114 5

Following our exit of the agency channel in 2009, Taiwan is now successfully focused 
on bank distribution principally with partners E.Sun and SCB. New business volumes of 
£120 million for the year are up 12 per cent on prior year and Taiwan remains a material 
contributor to Asia’s results. 

OTHERS – PHILIPPINES, THAILAND AND VIETNAM

AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales 90 62 45 62 45

Vietnam delivered a very strong result in 2010, up 17 per cent on the prior year, driven 
by improvements in agency manpower and productivity. Although still relatively small 
both Philippines and Thailand delivered excellent results with APE up 109 per cent 
and 63 per cent respectively. Our new distribution agreement with UOB in Thailand has  
made a strong start, contributing 41 per cent of total APE and helping to nearly double  
our market share. 

JAPAN

As previously announced, PCA Life Japan ceased writing new business with effect from 
15 February 2010. Sales for Japan in 2010 amounted to £7 million (2009: £52 million). In 
order to reflect the results of our ongoing Asian operations, APE sales and NBP metrics 
included in this report exclude the contribution from Japan.
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STRENGTHENING
UNITED STATES
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The United States is the world’s largest retirement savings market. Each 
year, more of the 78 million baby boomers1 reach retirement age, triggering 
a shift from savings accumulation to retirement income generation for 
more than US$10 trillion of accumulated wealth over the next decade.2 

During 2010, the US financial services industry continued to face many challenges. 
The recovery witnessed in the first quarter reversed in the second quarter but was more 
visible again in the third and fourth quarters. At half year, the S&P 500 index was down 
7.6 per cent, 10-year Treasury rates had dropped below three per cent, swap rates had 
declined to near historic lows, AA corporate spreads had increased slightly and volatility 
had risen to levels more consistent with the first half of 2009. By year-end, the S&P 500 
index was up 12.8 per cent for the year. Rates on 10-year Treasuries, which continued 
to decline through the third quarter before increasing in the fourth quarter, finished the 
year at 3.3 per cent, down from 3.9 per cent at the end of 2009. Swap rates also declined 
through the third quarter before rebounding slightly in the fourth quarter, although 
they still were near historic lows at year-end. Corporate AA spreads and volatility 
both declined through the second half of the year to fall below year-end 2009 levels.

We believe these unstable market conditions continue to provide a competitive 
advantage to companies with strong financial strength ratings and a relatively 
consistent product set. Companies that were hardest hit by the market disruption 
over the last few years are in general still struggling to regain market share as customers 
and distributors continue to seek product providers that offer consistency, stability and 
financial strength. Jackson continues to benefit significantly from this flight to quality 
as its financial strength ratings from the four primary rating agencies have remained 
unchanged for more than eight years. Through its financial stability and innovative 
products that provide clear value to the consumer, Jackson has enhanced its reputation 
as a high-quality and reliable business partner, with sales increasing as more advisers 
have recognised the benefits of working with Jackson.

Jackson’s strategy continues to focus on balancing volume and capital consumption for 
both variable and fixed annuities. Jackson continued to sell no institutional products during 
2010, as available capital was directed to support higher-margin variable annuity sales. 

BUSINESS REVIEW > INSURANCE OPERATIONS > UNITED STATES > CONTINUED

2011 PRIORITIES

• Continue to drive positive net 
retail flows

• Innovate around our key 
variable annuity product

• Further enhance operational 
efficiency 

UNITED STATES

Notes  

1 Source: US Census Bureau.
2 Source: McKinsey.

“ Jackson’s strategy 
continues to focus on 
balancing volume and 
capital consumption 
for both variable and 
fixed annuities.”

MIKE WELLS
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
JACKSON NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
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Business overview
Initiatives in 2010
Continue to innovate around our key variable annuity product
Jackson continues to be innovative in its product offerings, implementing various 
changes in 2010 to increase sales, to comply with revised regulations or to enhance 
risk management flexibility and/or increase profitability. 

In 2010, Jackson added two new optional lifetime guaranteed minimum withdrawal 
benefits (GMWBs) to its variable annuity products. LifeGuard Freedom 6 Net GMWB, 
introduced in May, gives investors the opportunity to help offset their tax liability by 
increasing their available withdrawal amounts to generate more income. LifeGuard 
Freedom Flex, introduced in October, is the industry’s first customisable guaranteed 
minimum withdrawal benefit. Freedom Flex extends the menu-driven construction that 
Jackson offers in its variable annuity products, which gives investors the ability to build 
a personalised benefit based on their individual retirement planning objectives, while 
paying only for those options elected. Additionally, Jackson added six portfolios from 
American Funds and added BlackRock, managing two portfolios, to its variable annuity 
fund line-up during the year.

Continue to focus on improving efficiency of operations
Jackson continues to invest in its back office staffing and systems to provide world  
class customer service in an efficient and cost effective manner. In 2010, for the fifth 
consecutive year, Jackson was rated as a ‘World Class’ service provider by Service 
Quality Measurement Group1. Jackson was able to provide this level of service 
in 2010 while processing record retail sales and maintaining its ratio of statutory 
general expenses to average assets (one measure of efficiency) at the 2009 level  
of 44 basis points.

Expand retail operation
With consistent, high-quality wholesaling support and customer service, combined 
with stability in product offering, pricing and financial strength ratings and the ability  
to bring new products to market swiftly, Jackson continues to be an attractive business 
partner for its long-term distributors, as well as attract new distributors. During 2010, 
Jackson increased the number of licensed agents and registered representatives to 
more than 130,000.

Financial performance
IFRS pre-tax operating profit for the long-term business was £833 million in 2010,  
up 35 per cent over the £618 million in 2009. This increase was primarily due to higher 
separate account fee income due to substantial positive net flows and the improved 
equity markets and higher spread income. 

2013 FINANCIAL OBJECTIVE

• Deliver £200 million of net 
cash remittance to the Group

£833m
Total IFRS  
operating profit*†

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales 1,164 912 28 924 26
NBP 761 664 15 673 13
NBP margin (% APE) 65% 73% 73%
Total IFRS operating profit*† 833 618 35 626 33
Total EEV operating profit* 1,458 1,233 18 1,249 17

 * Based on longer-term investment returns and excluding broker-dealer, fund 
management and Curian.
 † The Company has amended the presentation of IFRS operating profit for its US 
operations to remove the net equity hedge accounting effect (incorporating related 
amortisation of deferred acquisition costs) and include it in short-term fluctuations. 
2009 amounts have been amended accordingly.

Note 

1 Source: Service Quality Measurement Group.

“ In 2010, for the fifth 
consecutive year, Jackson 
was rated as a ‘World 
Class’ service provider 
by Service Quality 
Measurement Group1. ”

APE SALES

2009

£912m

£1,164m

2010

+28%

£761m
New business profit
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UNITED STATES

At 31 December 2010, Jackson had £31 billion in separate account assets, more than 
doubling the balance in the last 18 months. Separate account assets in 2010 averaged 
£9 billion higher than during 2009, reflecting the impact of sales and the higher average 
market levels. This growth resulted in variable annuity separate account fee income of 
£506 million in 2010, up 56 per cent over the £324 million in 2009.

Total spread income, including the expected return on shareholders’ assets, of 
£817 million increased 31 per cent over the £622 million in 2009, primarily due to 
decreased crediting rates on fixed annuities and higher income on the growing 
general account assets. Jackson undertook various interest rate swap transactions 
during 2010 to more closely match the overall asset and liability duration, benefiting 
spread income in 2010 by £108 million. 

Acquisition costs have increased in absolute terms compared to 2009 due to the 
significant increase in sales. However, acquisition costs as a percentage of APE has 
fallen from 76 per cent in 2009 to 73 per cent in 2010 as more advisors are electing to 
take asset based commissions which are paid over the life of the policy based on fund 
value. This asset based commission is not a deferrable acquisition cost and is expensed 
in the current period as an administration expense. 

DAC amortisation of £334 million in 2010 compared to £223 million in 2009. 2010 includes 
£11 million additional amortisation as equity market returns fell below assumed rates 
(2009: £39 million benefit from improved equity markets). Excluding this effect, the 
underlying amortisation increased £61 million due to higher gross profits.

Administration expenses totalling £344 million in 2010 compared to £259 million in 
2009, with the increase due primarily to higher asset based commissions which are 
excluded from acquisition costs. 

With the improvement in the bond markets in 2010, and active management of the 
investment portfolio to reduce certain investment risks, Jackson realised net gains of 
£11 million in 2010 compared to net realised losses of £506 million in 2009. Jackson 
incurred losses, net of recoveries and reversals, on credit related sales of bonds of 
£89 million (2009: less than £1 million). Write downs were £124 million (£630 million 
in 2009), including £71 million on RMBS and £39 million on ABS. More than offsetting 
these losses were interest related gains of £224 million (2009: £125 million), primarily 
due to sales of lower rated CMBS and corporate debt.

Gross unrealised losses improved from £966 million at 31 December 2009 to 
£370 million at 31 December 2010. The net unrealised gain position has also 
improved significantly, from £4 million at 31 December 2009 to £1,210 million at 
31 December 2010 due primarily to a decline in the US Treasury rates.

Jackson delivered record retail APE sales of £1,164 million in 2010, representing a 
28 per cent increase over 2009. With no institutional sales in 2010, total APE sales were 
also £1,164 million, the highest total in the company’s history. This achievement further 
demonstrates the resilience of Jackson’s business model, as well as stability of our 
high-quality product offerings, exceptional wholesaling support and consistency 
demonstrated throughout the economic downturn.

While the equity markets rebounded in 2010, reaching two-year highs in December, 
and in light of continued volatility in US equity markets and historically low interest 
rates, customers continue to seek to mitigate equity risk while receiving an acceptable 
return through the purchase of variable annuities with guaranteed living benefits. 
Jackson is a beneficiary of this trend while being well placed to benefit from the huge 
wave of baby boomers starting to retire, as they increasingly use variable annuities to 
structure their retirement income.

In 2010, record variable annuity APE sales of £948 million were up 48 per cent from 
2009. Jackson ranked third in new variable annuity sales in the US in 2010 with a 
market share of 11 per cent, up from fourth and a market share of eight per cent in 20091. 
With significant sales increases and continued low surrender rates, Jackson held steady 
with its ranking of second in variable annuity net flows in 20104.

BUSINESS REVIEW > INSURANCE OPERATIONS > UNITED STATES > CONTINUED

“ Jackson ranked third 
in new variable annuity 
sales in the US in 2010 
with a market share 
of 11 per cent, up from 
fourth and a market 
share of eight per cent 
in 20091.”
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Fixed annuity APE sales of £84 million were down 20 per cent from the prior year, 
as consumer demand for the products fell due to the continued low interest rate 
environment. Jackson’s new business opportunities were balanced with the goals of 
capital and cash conservation. Jackson ranked eighth in sales of traditional deferred 
fixed annuities through the third quarter of 2010, with a market share of three per cent 
compared to 13th with a two per cent market share for the full year 20092.

Fixed index annuity (FIA) APE sales of £109 million in 2010 were down 24 per cent 
from 2009 as Jackson focused its marketing efforts on the higher margin variable 
annuity products. Jackson ranked sixth in sales of fixed index annuities through the 
first three quarters of 2010, with a market share of five per cent, down from fourth 
and a market share of eight per cent for the full year 20093.

Retail annuity net flows increased 38 per cent, benefiting from record sales and 
continued low levels of surrender activity.

Jackson achieved extraordinary EEV new business margins in 2009, partially as a result 
of our ability to take advantage of the extreme dislocation prevalent in the corporate 
bond market. While the recovery in the corporate bond market has led to somewhat 
lower EEV new business margins due to lower spreads in 2010, we continue to write 
new business at internal rates of return in excess of 20 per cent.

The exceptionally high EEV spread levels in 2009 included an allowance that crediting 
rates and spreads would normalise in the future.

EEV basis new business profits of £761 million were up 15 per cent on 2009, reflecting  
a 28 per cent increase in APE sales offset somewhat by lower new business margins. 
Total new business margin was 65 per cent, compared to 73 per cent achieved in 2009.

The variable annuity new business margin of 72 per cent in 2010 decreased somewhat 
from 81 per cent in 2009, as lower assumed separate account returns and lower 
assumed spreads on the guaranteed funds were partially offset by an increase 
in-the take-up rate on guaranteed benefits – particularly guaranteed minimum 
withdrawal benefits.

The fixed index annuity new business margin decreased from 51 per cent in 2009 to  
41 per cent in 2010 due to decreased spread assumptions and lower interest rates, 
offset somewhat by longer maturity contracts sold in 2010. These same interest rate 
and spread factors also caused the fixed annuity new business margin to normalise from 
57 per cent to 34 per cent. For both products, the spread assumptions decreased due 
primarily to abnormally high investment yields during 2009. 

Total EEV basis operating profit for the long-term business in 2010 was £1,458 million, 
compared to £1,233 million in 2009. In-force EEV profits of £697 million for 2010 were 
22 per cent higher than 2009 profit of £569 million. During 2010, EEV basis operating 
profit benefited as a result of the interest rate swap transactions noted earlier. Including 
this benefit, experience variances and other items were £201 million higher in 2010 due 
primarily to favourable spread and persistency variances that were partially offset by 
lower expense and mortality variances.

In 2010, Jackson invested £300 million of free surplus to write £1,164 million of new 
business (2009: £326 million and £912 million, respectively). The reduction in capital 
consumption year-on-year was caused predominantly by the differing business mix 
in 2010, when Jackson wrote a higher proportion of variable annuity business, which 
consume lower levels of initial capital, while maintaining a disciplined approach to 
fixed and fixed index annuity pricing. 

Notes  

1 Source: Morningstar
2 Source: LIMRA
3 Source: AnnuitySpecs
4 Source: SimFund 
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Prudential UK competes selectively in the UK’s retirement savings and 
income market. The focus of the business is to balance writing profitable 
new business at attractive returns on capital with sustainable cash 
generation, which is key for the Group and capital preservation. It is this 
discipline that has enabled Prudential UK to deliver another strong 
performance in 2010.

The UK has a mature life and pensions market which is characterised by an ageing 
population – in particular, through two waves of baby-boomers born after World  
War II and in the 1960s – with wealth distribution significantly skewed and very  
much concentrated in the 45-74 age group. In this context, the retirement and  
near-retirement segments are highly attractive. 

UK consumers are insufficiently prepared as they will have to face increasingly long 
periods of retirement. This will result in longer working lives and a more flexible approach 
towards retirement. It will also mean that the baby-boomers will need to target their 
wealth on the provision of dependable retirement income. Prudential UK’s expertise 
in areas such as longevity risk management and multi-asset investment, together with 
its financial strength and strong brand, mean that the business is strongly positioned 
in the retirement planning space with a particular focus on with-profits and annuities.

Business overview
Selective participation in the retirement income and savings market 
Prudential UK has a strong individual annuity business, built on a robust pipeline of 
internal vestings from maturing individual and corporate pension policies. The internal 
vestings pipeline is supplemented by sales through intermediaries and strategic 
partnerships with third parties where Prudential is the recommended annuity provider 
for customers vesting their pensions at retirement. 

Total individual annuity sales of APE £205 million were six per cent lower than in 2009, 
mainly due to lower sales of conventional annuities where Prudential UK proactively 
managed the flow of new business to control capital consumption. This was partially 
offset by strong sales of with-profits annuities which represented 22 per cent of total 
annuity sales, compared with 15 per cent last year, due to the continuing success of the 
innovative Income Choice Annuity (ICA). The ICA is a with-profits product, launched 
in March 2009, which offers consumers security with a potential for income growth. 

Internal vestings annuity sales of APE £124 million were nine per cent down on 2009, 
principally due to the number of customers retiring being lower than in 2009. Although 
fewer Prudential customers invested in conventional annuities, there continues to be 
a positive increase in the number of customers choosing an ICA, with sales of APE 
£16 million resulting in a 38 per cent increase in with-profits annuity sales.

BUSINESS REVIEW > INSURANCE OPERATIONS > UNITED KINGDOM > CONTINUED

ROB DEVEY
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
PRUDENTIAL UK AND EUROPE

2011 PRIORITIES

• Balance writing profitable new 
business at attractive returns 
on capital with sustainable 
cash generation and capital 
preservation

• Continue to pursue a value-
driven strategy built around 
our core strengths in with-
profits and annuities

• Deliver further improvements 
to operational performance 
and customer service while 
maintaining a strict focus 
on costs

• Continue building 
complementary 
distribution channels

UNITED KINGDOM

“ Prudential UK’s expertise 
in areas such as longevity 
risk management and 
multi-asset investment, 
together with its financial 
strength and strong brand, 
mean that the business is 
strongly positioned in the 
retirement planning space.”
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Onshore bond sales of APE £166 million were up 15 per cent, including with-profits 
bond sales of APE £146 million which increased 11 per cent with an exceptionally 
strong fourth quarter. PruFund made up 78 per cent of our total with-profits bond sales. 
Demand for Prudential UK’s with-profits products remains resilient and the business 
has continued to innovate to maintain and enhance its position in the market. This 
includes broadening access to PruFund across its retail savings product range and 
PruFund now has over £3 billion invested.

Unit-linked bond sales of APE £20 million were 61 per cent up on 2009, helped by the 
launch of PruDynamic portfolio funds in January 2010 and the continued success of the 
PruSelect fund range. 

Individual pension sales of APE £69 million (including income drawdown) were three 
per cent up on 2009. Sales of the Flexible Retirement Plan, Prudential UK’s RDR-
compliant individual pension and income drawdown product, grew by four per cent 
to APE £22 million. PruFund Cautious, launched in the fourth quarter of 2009, and 
the new PruDynamic portfolio funds, launched in January 2010, together made up 
34 per cent of individual pension sales.

Corporate pension sales of APE £221 million were five per cent above 2009 levels. 
Prudential UK administers corporate pensions for over 600,000 scheme members 
sponsored by some of the UK’s largest employers and has also built a very strong 
position in the provision of with-profits Additional Voluntary Contribution (AVC) 
arrangements. Prudential UK provides AVCs to 66 of the 99 Local Government 
Authorities in England & Wales. During 2010, Prudential UK continued to focus on 
strengthening existing relationships through further improvements to online servicing 
capabilities as well as targeted marketing activity. 

In August 2010, Prudential UK’s joint venture partner Discovery SA announced the 
completion of the acquisition of Standard Life Healthcare and its combination with the 
PruHealth business. As part of the transaction, Prudential UK reduced its shareholding 
in the combined PruHealth and PruProtect businesses from 50 per cent to 25 per cent of 
the enlarged Group and sales are included on a proportionate basis from 1 August 2010. 
PruProtect sales had previously been included at 100 per cent and PruHealth sales at 
50 per cent. The effect of this reporting change is that Prudential UK’s share of PruProtect 
sales is reported at APE £16 million, an increase of 18 per cent. Prudential UK’s share of 
PruHealth sales of APE £12 million was nine per cent higher than in 2009, and at the end 
of 2010, the combined health business covered approximately 680,000 lives.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE AER CER

2010
£m

2009
£m

Change
%

2009
£m

Change
%

APE sales 820 723 13 723 13
NBP 365 230 59 230 59
NBP margin (% APE) 45% 32% 32%
Total IFRS operating profit 719 657 9 657 9
Total EEV basis operating profit 982 921 7 921 7

£719m
Total IFRS  
operating profit

2013 FINANCIAL OBJECTIVE

• Deliver £350 million of net 
cash remittance to the Group 

TOTAL IFRS OPERATING PROFIT

2009

£657m
£719m

2010

+9%

£365m
New business profit
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Capitalising on our competitive advantages 
The strength and investment performance of Prudential UK’s With-Profits Fund is 
widely recognised in the industry and was demonstrated by the 12.7 per cent pre-tax 
investment return achieved for policyholder asset shares in the Fund in 2010. The Fund 
has delivered investment returns of 82.1 per cent over ten years, which compares 
favourably with other with-profits funds and the FTSE All-Share Index (total return) 
of 43.3 per cent over the same period. This strong performance has shown that 
with-profits, when invested in an actively managed, and financially strong fund like 
Prudential’s, continues to be a very attractive medium to long-term investment, offering 
strong annualised returns compared with other investment options. Prudential’s 
with-profits customers benefit from the security offered by Prudential’s large inherited 
estate, with the free assets of the with-profits fund valued at approximately £6.8 billion 
at the year end, valued on a realistic basis. 

In the Wholesale market, Prudential UK’s aim is to continue to participate very selectively 
in bulk and back-book buyouts using its financial strength, superior investment track 
record and annuitant mortality risk assessment and servicing capabilities. In line with this 
approach, in the fourth quarter of 2010, Prudential UK signed a bulk annuity buy-in 
insurance agreement of £88 million APE.

Building capabilities
In September 2010, Prudential UK announced a five-year exclusive agreement with 
Santander to distribute its market-leading investment bonds in the UK. Prudential 
UK’s Flexible Investment Plan, including PruFund, will be available to Santander’s UK 
customers in 1,300 high street branches throughout the country. 

This new agreement, which is expected to go live in the second half of 2011, forms 
part of Prudential UK’s continuing strategy to develop diversified and complementary 
distribution across its Direct, Intermediary and Partnership channels. 

Prudential UK’s focus on delivering improved levels of customer service was recognised 
again at the 2010 Financial Adviser Service Awards, where it retained its 5-Star rating for 
excellent service in the Investment category. 

Financial performance
Retail APE sales of £725 million were up one per cent on 2009, with the new business 
margin increasing from 31 per cent to 35 per cent. This performance was entirely 
consistent with Prudential UK’s strategy of not pursuing top-line sales growth but 
instead deploying capital to opportunities that play to the core strengths of the business 
and generate the best returns.

Total APE sales increased by 13 per cent to £820 million and included the bulk annuity 
buy-in insurance agreement. This transaction generated EEV new business profit of 
£104 million and IFRS operating profits of £63 million. Prudential UK will continue to 
maintain a very strict focus on value and only participate in capital-efficient transactions 
that meet its strict return on capital requirements. Including this transaction, Prudential 
UK’s new business margin increased from 32 per cent to 45 per cent. 

BUSINESS REVIEW > INSURANCE OPERATIONS > UNITED KINGDOM > CONTINUED

UNITED KINGDOM

“ Demand for Prudential 
UK’s with-profits products 
remains resilient and the 
business has continued 
to innovate to maintain 
and enhance its position 
in the market.”
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Higher sales and margins resulted in total EEV new business profits increasing by 
59 per cent to £365 million. This improvement included the impact of the bulk annuity 
transaction, but also reflected improved retail margins, in particular on with-profits 
bonds. Retail EEV new business profits at £257 million were 15 per cent up on 2009 
(£223 million). 

IFRS total operating profits before restructuring costs were up nine per cent at 
£719 million, reflecting increased sales. Commission received on Prudential-branded 
General Insurance products contributed £46 million to IFRS operating profits in 2010, 
£5 million lower than 2009 as the book of business originally transferred to Churchill 
in 2004 is decreasing as expected.

EEV total operating profit of £982 million was up seven per cent mainly due to an 
increase in new business profits. In-force EEV operating profit included £37 million from 
renewal expense assumptions and £41 million from the change in the long-term tax rate 
assumption from 28 per cent to 27 per cent. These positive impacts were offset by a 
£40 million negative net impact from the strengthening of mortality improvement 
assumptions, partially offset by the release of excess margins previously held.

Prudential UK continues to manage actively the retention of the in-force book. During 
2010, the experience at an aggregate level has been in line with long-term assumptions.

Prudential UK writes with-profits annuity, with-profits bond and with-profits corporate 
and individual pensions business in its Life Fund, with other products backed by 
shareholder capital. The weighted average post-tax IRR on the shareholder capital 
allocated to new business in the UK was in excess of 20 per cent. The average free 
surplus undiscounted payback period for shareholder backed business written in 2010 
was four years.

As announced at the half-year, the business met its cost savings target of £195 million 
per annum, six months early. Prudential UK has commenced a number of cost saving 
initiatives to reduce costs by a further £75 million per annum on a consistent basis by 
the end of 2013. The business has already made good progress towards this objective  
in 2010.

During 2010 Prudential UK remitted cash of £420 million to the Group, comprising 
£202 million from the annual with-profits transfer to shareholders and £218 million from 
the shareholder backed business, which included £120 million from one-off releases of 
surplus and net financing repayments. The business expects to generate £350 million 
per annum sustainable cash remittances by 2013, supported by the strength of the 
with-profits business and surpluses arising from the large book of shareholder backed 
annuities, maintained into the future by the pipeline of maturing individual and 
corporate pensions.


